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HCR 60 HD 1 directs the Natural Area Reserves Commission to
aggressively implement the comprehensive strategic plan for the State
Natural Area Rese:rves System and, in cooperation with other agencies, to
prepare a report on the progress to date for implementation of the plan
inclUding a discussion of potential problems, solutions, additional
protective mechanisms, funding requirements, and ungulate reduction.

our statement on this resolution does not represent an institutional
position of the University of Hawaii.

We are very much encouraged by the legislative support given to the
Natural Area Rese:rves System and wish to first and foremost express our
appreciation to you for your efforts on behalf of the Natural Area
Reserves System.

While we readily concur with the need for ilnplementation of the plan,
as is specifically cited in HCR 60 HD 1, we note that funds will be needed
to support the "aggressive implementation" called for. It is our
understanding that the funding provided by the 1987 State Legislature
according to the fifth "whereas" paragraph, was limited to the natural
resource inventory and the development of a management plan, and did not
include funds for the implementation of this plan.
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Implementation of the five specific directives cited in the second "be
it resolved" paragraph (page 2) are to some extent less dependent on
additional funds and at least three of these directives can likely be
addressed under the existing budget:. Item 2, however, calls for a report
covering the potential or actual problems in the implementation of the
strategic plan and a :recommendation as to solutions to these problems. To
identify specific potential. or actual problems and solutions will require
considerable time and effort, particularly site specific studies, if
rationale and realistic solutions are to be proposed. It may be possible
to provide an oveJ:View of the generic problems by the date requested, but
it should be :recognized that accomplishment of the directive in Item 2
will, by necessity, have to be carried out as part of an ongoing process,
dependent on the results of site specific research and management
experience.

Again, we commend your committee for its support of the Natural Area
ReseJ:Ves System and the legislative emphasis it has received this session.




